Confident but not theoretically grounded – experienced simulation educators’ perceptions of their own professional development
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Background: Medical simulation enables the design of learning activities for competency areas (eg, communication and leadership) identified as crucial for future health care professionals. Simulation educators and medical teachers follow different career paths, and their education backgrounds and teaching contexts may be very different in a simulation setting. Although they have a key role in facilitating learning, information on the continuing professional development (pedagogical development) of simulation educators is not available in the literature.

Objectives: To explore changes in experienced simulation educators’ perceptions of their own teaching skills, practices, and understanding of teaching over time.

Methods: A qualitative exploratory study. Fourteen experienced simulation educators participated in individual open-ended interviews focusing on their development as simulation educators. Data were analyzed using an inductive thematic analysis.

Results: Marked educator development was discerned over time, expressed mainly in an altered way of thinking and acting. Five themes were identified: shifting focus, from following to utilizing a structure, setting goals, application of technology, and alignment with profession. Being confident in the role as an instructor seemed to constitute a foundation for the instructor’s pedagogical development.

Conclusion: Experienced simulation educators’ pedagogical development was based on self-confidence in the educator role, and not on a deeper theoretical understanding of teaching and learning. This is the first clue to gain increased understanding regarding educational level and possible education needs among simulation educators, and it might generate several lines of research for further studies.
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Introduction

Technological developments are transforming professional health care expertise continuously and are challenging the individual practitioner and the field of medical education alike. Health care education is developing toward competency-based curricula in order to be responsive to the rapidly changing needs of health care and to establish a base for professional excellence as part of sustainable future health care.1

Medical simulation using manikins or standardized patients, hereafter referred to as simulation, enables the design of learning activities for basic competency areas that have been identified as crucial for future health care professionals.2–4 Comprehensive reviews support the benefits of simulation-based education (learning by experience) for learning purposes.5–7 A medical simulation session is typically conducted following a structure with three distinct phases: it starts with an introduction called briefing,
followed by the actual simulation, and ends with a reflection known as debriefing. The faculty member leading this learning activity is called a simulation educator and instructs/facilitates during the learning session, playing a critical part in all three phases.

Development of teaching skills and understanding teaching are topics that are extensively studied by teachers who have traditional teaching roles. Ramsden described three ways of understanding teaching. One way is to consider teaching as transmission of knowledge, where teachers do not consider learning problems connected to teaching. Another way is to see teaching as managing students and solving their learning problems by adopting the right teaching strategy. The third way of understanding teaching in higher education is to consider students’ learning and teaching as interrelated, requiring constant monitoring and adapting to students’ needs for learning aids. According to Biggs, there are also three levels of thinking about teaching. At the first level, learning is considered to be a function of individual differences between students. At the next level, learning is considered to be a function of teaching, while at the third level, learning is the result of students’ learning-focused activities.

Despite the differences in the educators’ pedagogical background, three hierarchical levels have been identified in medical and dental teachers’ understanding of teaching in clinical settings as described by Stenfors-Hayes et al. (Figure 1). The levels of understanding learning for the specific group of medical and dental teachers are very similar to those identified by Ramsden and Biggs. Both Ramsden’s and Biggs’ descriptions are based on university teachers in general, while Stenfors-Hayes et al’s conclusions are based on a more specific group of medical and dental teachers. A modified synthetic framework could be established using the common features of these models for the analytic purposes of the present study (Figure 2).

Even though simulation educators are faculty members just like other university or medical teachers involved in traditional learning activities, both their own education background and their teaching contexts may be very different. There are a variety of education activities for simulation educators within a given country, and the variation is even greater internationally. The majority of faculty development studies are of a qualitative character and are based on surveys with only a few mixed models. Within the specific discipline of professional learning and continuing professional development (CPD), focus has turned more toward specific activities in working life than to the understanding of professional learning and practice. The CPD, hereafter referred to as pedagogical development, of simulation educators has not been studied so far.

Therefore, this study aimed to explore changes in experienced simulation educators’ perceptions of their own teaching skills, practices, and understanding of teaching over time, independently of eventual faculty development interventions.

**Methods**

**Design and participants**

For increased knowledge and a better understanding of the educators’ pedagogical development, an explorative design with a qualitative approach was used. Experienced simulation educators from seven medical simulation centers in Sweden were invited to participate. A purposeful sampling strategy was used to recruit participants who had experience of the phenomena and to maximize variations in age, gender, clinical profession, and type of educator education. To be considered as an experienced simulation educator, a further criterion for study participation was that they had been working as an educator for at least two years, performing as an educator for a minimum of 100 simulations. All participants provided their written informed consent.
Regional Ethical Board of Linköping granted approval for this study (ref: 2014/204-31).

Data collection
Two experienced simulation educators from each of the seven simulation centers were personally asked about participation in the study. All accepted, and so the research team conducted 14 individual face-to-face interviews, each lasting between 35 and 65 minutes. All informants worked part time as simulation educators and part time as clinicians. All of them had experience of simulations with medical staff, and five of them also had experience with students. Demographic data are presented in Table 1. Data were collected between November 2014 and April 2015 by one researcher at each simulation center. All the researchers had a range of educational and working experience in terms of simulation education background and had worked both in simulation centers and in university medical and nursing education.

The interview questions were open ended and followed an interview guide to cover the central areas for the aim of the study. All interviews started with the same opening question “Can you please tell me about how you think and act in your work as a simulation educator?” After the opening question, “Can you please tell me about how you think and act in your work as a simulation educator?” After the opening question, the participants were asked to reflect on and describe their current and previous thinking and actions (Figure S1). All interviews were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, and anonymized.

Data analysis
An inductive thematic analysis was used to identify and analyze patterns (themes) describing the educators’ descriptions of the changes in their teaching skills, practices, and understanding of learning. In a first step, all interviews were read and re-read as whole entities so the researchers could familiarize themselves with all aspects of the data. The interviews were read by all authors individually and then discussed in the whole research group. Ideas or patterns of interest for the purpose of the study were marked in the text, and ideas about what was in the data were written down. The second step involved identifying and coding meaningful groups of text that referred to changes in the educators’ acting and thinking (Table 2). Thereafter, the different codes were discussed and collated into potential overarching themes and subthemes (Figure 3). Finally, the themes were discussed and reviewed in relation to the coded groups of text and to the entire dataset. The specifics of each theme and the overall narrative were refined. The analysis involved constantly moving back and forth between the entire dataset, the coded meaningful groups of the text, and the ongoing analysis of the data. During the entire analysis process, discussions among the researchers were continually held to ensure rigor toward data and contribute to coherence of the findings.

Table 1  Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, male/female, n/n</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, mean (range)</td>
<td>49 (35–63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical profession, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>4 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered specialist nurse</td>
<td>9 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwife</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educator experience, years, mean (range)</td>
<td>7 (4–15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor education course, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMES</td>
<td>9 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMST</td>
<td>2 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPS</td>
<td>4 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience of simulation with:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical staff, n (%)</td>
<td>14 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Some of the participants had completed more than one course.

Abbreviations: CAMES, Copenhagen Academy for Medical Education and Simulation; CAMST, Centre for Advanced Medical Simulation and Training; CEPS, Centre for Education in Paediatric Simulation.

Table 2  Example of a data extract and applied codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaningful extract of text</th>
<th>Coded for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Today I can sit down, relax, and enjoy the ongoing discussion. From the start, I was nervous and almost unable to hear what they [the simulation participants] were saying because I had to find out the next question to ask. So, the more confident you are, the better you become. Then I can focus on the participants instead of on myself as an educator. There’s a real difference I think.</td>
<td>Very nervous when I started, can focus on the participants and not myself, can see a difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results
A distinct educator development was discerned over time, expressed mainly in an altered way of thinking and acting. Five themes, shifting focus, from following to utilizing a structure, setting goals, application of technology, and alignment with profession, were identified. Each theme is presented in the text below with quotations to illustrate the findings.

Shifting focus
The simulation educators described a shift in focus from context to participants. As novices, the educators had tried to control the simulation process in detail, making it difficult to observe and memorize everything that was happening. With increased experience, they took a less intervening role, relying on the participants’ ability to take the lead and draw
their own conclusions. This new approach led to a more open attitude from the educator. The increased experience also led to a curiosity about the underlying causes of the participants’ ways of thinking and acting during the scenarios.

Now, I can let them work for a while without directing anything. Just be standing there, reflecting on “what is happening right now?” […] and make some notes. [Educator 5]

The educators’ attitudes to teaching developed from having a focus on lecturing to encouraging participants to explain to each other.

Before I told them what to do, that this is how you assemble this equipment, and this is how you use this machine. Today I ask if there is somebody else who knows, and wants to show […] then I can help and support. [Educator 8]

During the debriefing phase, while novices, the educators used to focus mainly on what the team had done well during the scenario. However, after gaining experience, the educators shifted focus to helping each individual participant to understand what had been going on and what they had to improve in their everyday practice.

Having the ability to set focus [during the debriefing] on issues you want to address as an instructor develops over time. […] On the basis of the composition of the group, often a mix of personalities, you have to process these issues in a way that makes it possible for each individual participant to be conscious of their own actions. To be aware of one’s strengths, but also shortcomings to improve […] [Educator 3]

From following to utilizing a structure
Increased experience gave the simulation educators a deeper understanding of the simulation process (briefing, scenario, debriefing). They made use of the structure rather than only adhering to it. Having confidence in the simulation process and their role as an instructor provided flexibility, which was described during the different simulation phases.

The more you simulate, the more confident you become in the instructor role. You know you are able to handle different situations, which makes it easier to let go during the scenario. You feel confident in being able to handle it afterwards. At the start, you were like a slave under an algorithm. However, I don’t think it’s black or white. [Educator 5]

As novices, the educators were busy with guiding the progress during the scenarios. In contrast, the experienced educators could deliberately decide to stand back and wait for the participants to move the scenarios forward on their own. With increased experience, the educators gained skills allowing them to identify, during the scenario, what would come up for discussion during the debriefing, and therefore prepare themselves in advance.

From the start, I became really stressed if it didn’t work out as I had planned, because I had made up a plan based on this scenario template. I had seen in my mind how they were going to act, and if they didn’t I found it difficult. […] I feel much more confident now, and I realize that it’s important to catch what is interesting in this specific scenario, for this

Figure 3 Initial thematic map showing three potential main themes and sub-themes.
specific group. Then it’s my task to lead the group through the scenario. [Educator 13]

The experienced educators had a more thoughtful approach. During the debriefing phase, they did not lead but facilitated the discussion in an effort to keep focus. The importance of developing the educator role in accordance with their own personality, although within a certain framework, was emphasized.

You get more and more confident in how you act. Today, I think I just interrupt [during the debriefing] when it’s really needed. In the past, I would always have said something at the “right moment” […] Today the group reflects on their own, and I try to help […]. [Educator 9]

Even though the experienced educators were more confident in the role as an educator, and therefore more flexible during the simulation process, they did not describe any changes in their views of learning.

I don’t think much about that [participants’ learning styles], I don’t know how to apply it […] if you imagine that some people learn through observing and others through listening[…]
I don’t have great knowledge on that […]. [Educator 10]

Setting goals
Some of the educators had always formulated goals for the simulation. Others stressed that until they had gained more experience, they did not realize the importance of setting distinct formulated goals.

When we started, we did not reflect on the goals at all. We just created an awesome scenario. Now, we have reversed the scenario from being the coolest and funniest, to being the smallest part of this training. This process has been distinct. Today, we look at goals as instruments to highlight issues to discuss and reflect on. Today, I split up the goals and consider them as the most important part of the simulation. [Educator 14]

Educators, who from the beginning had considered that the participants should be the ones setting goals, had also revised their procedures. Previously, certain kinds of goals were formulated separately, but the educators had changed the procedure into a more flexible one.

The educators also had become conscious of the importance of communicating the goals in a way that made it easy for the participants to see that the goals should be in focus throughout all simulation phases. This insight among the participants was considered important, even though the simulation educators were responsible for running the simulation based on the goals.

I’m supposed to ascertain that they understand what I’m talking about [during the briefing]. They need to be aware of it in good time before the scenario. That this is what we are going to focus on [during the simulation session], […] I think I am more aware of this today than I was before. [Educator 1]

Even though the goals originally came from the organization that requested the simulation, the educators said that they could affect the design of the simulation process. They regarded it as their responsibility to split up overall goals into a few, clearly formulated ones that were possible to reach. The experienced educators stressed the importance of motivating the participants to be active during the simulation phases and to pursue the achievement of the goals. In line with this, they sometimes even asked the participants to set their own goals, choosing those they regarded as most important.

[…] then you ask the team: “Which of these items do you want to run?” […] Otherwise it seems to me as if there is a big risk that you have goals that aren’t understood by the participants. [Educator 14]

Application of technology
With increased experience, the educators described being more flexible in the choice of technical appliance through the scenarios. Although some of them stated that they always used video recordings during the scenario and started the debriefing section by usually watching the whole film, a majority of them described how their attitude toward the use of video had changed. Although they still saw video recordings as useful during the debriefing phase, they expressed concerns regarding the shift of focus from the participants and the content of the discussion to the film and technical issues. Their opinion was that it was easier for both participants and educators to reflect on what had taken place during the scenarios if they were not obliged to watch a video.

I think it’s less and less important to use the video. Partly because it’s about being able to manage the technology; both the participants and I easily lose focus on what we are searching for in the film. [Educator 2]

Others, who always showed the entire videos, still argued for the benefits of letting participants see what had taken place and emphasized instead how they developed and refined the practices of using the video.

The use of more low-fidelity manikins and medical equipment was also described. Initially, several of the educators had been fascinated by the available technical possibilities. However, with increased experience, they adjusted their
choices according to the scenario and its specific goals and were less affected by the available range of technology.

[…] a more advanced manikin has contributed to more realism, but I will still claim that it’s not the most important thing in this simulation. It is not about the technology. [Educator 12]

Alignment with profession
The educators expressed the importance of having the participants act in their own professional roles during the scenarios. They reflected on the concept of acting and concluded that it was not actually about acting in a role, it was about participants acting in the role of their own profession. They had realized that it was hard to simulate a profession in a simulation while keeping focus on the simulation goal, which was often about learning something vis-à-vis the participant’s own profession. An as-if situation like this was described as counterproductive.

I have realized that the scenario wouldn’t work if I put a junior doctor or registered nurse as a senior anaesthesiologist on call. It would become just a game. You cannot ask someone to live up to a role they have never had before. [Educator 14]

As novice simulation educators, they had tended to follow the predetermined casting decisions even if it turned out that the group of participants was actually composed of other professions than planned. In contrast, the experienced instructors adapted the scenario to the present participants.

If we don’t have all professions needed for the scenario it might be better to adjust the scenario instead of the roles. I don’t think I could have done this when I was new. Today it’s easier to move away from the plans to make the scenario as good as possible for all involved. [Educator 13]

Meta-analysis
The five themes above turned out to sequentially relate with one another. Being confident in the role as a simulation educator seemed to constitute a foundation for the educators’ pedagogical development. An overall feeling of being confident allowed them to shift focus from themselves and their own acting to the participants and their specific needs. In a subsequent step, this new approach made them question the given structure they were following in the simulation sessions. They realized that if focusing on the participants’ needs was the guiding principle, they could not run every single simulation within the same structure. Because of these modifications, the educators also achieved increased understanding as regards setting goals for the simulations, using the technology in different ways, and adapting the scenarios to the actual participants (Figure 4). We consider these changes to be the result of conscious reflection by the educators.

Discussion
Faculty development approaches and their effects on medical simulation have been reported in previous studies. In this study, however, we explored experienced simulation educators’ perceptions of their pedagogical development over time, which has not been done before. From the educators’ descriptions, we identified five themes: shifting focus, from following to utilizing a structure, setting goals, application of technology, and alignment with profession. According to Ramsden and Biggs, teachers go through different levels of understanding teaching in their professional development. Although we found that the simulation educators shifted focus from themselves to the participants, and gave thorough descriptions of meeting the participants’ needs, they did not explicitly refer to theories of learning, which is not surprising, given the possibility that they do not have basic knowledge of educational sciences. The lack of theoretical references may indicate an absence of theoretical reasoning connected to simulation sessions. This is supported by the fact that the simulation educators interviewed in this study worked mainly with health care personnel in their simulations and did not acquire any deeper knowledge on teaching theories during their training to become educators, as other research has shown. Nonetheless, their development followed that of teachers. The educators might see the simulation as an opportunity for the participants to practice their already existing skills, and therefore feel there is no need to discuss or reflect on learning theories. Although they have developed
their own style in conducting a simulation session, moving from a hierarchal to a more collegial relationship between the educators and the participants, the simulation process might follow the simulation centers’ practices. Seemingly, their pedagogical development, in their own interpretation, is more about being confident than gaining a deeper understanding of teaching and learning. With reference to the aforementioned meta-analysis, it would be interesting to reflect on whether being confident also means having improved as a simulation educator. Even though it seems likely that increased confidence results in enhanced competency, the study design does not allow such conclusions. It could possibly constitute a hypothesis for future research with a deeper approach. Confidence about practice might develop naturally with increased experience during the CPD. Nonetheless, this greater confidence among the simulation educators allowed for pedagogical insights, which was manifested as less focus on awesome scenarios and high-tech manikins, resulting in greater focus on learners’ needs. Previous research has highlighted the need for developing an analytic framework helping simulation educators to facilitate learning through deeper reflection.

Medical simulation is a widely used method for practicing communication, decision-making, and leadership in an effort to increase patient safety. The fact that medical simulation is not extensively studied with the simulation educators’ development of competence in focus is somewhat surprising. Health care has become more complicated and complex, both regarding treatment principles and technical equipment. In line with this, there ought to be an increased need for a pedagogical dimension in health care. Even though national training programs have been developed for simulation educators, they still need increased knowledge and understanding about educational theories and its application to teaching and learning. Those who run medical simulations are called educators and they function as teachers. This analysis of experienced simulation educators’ perceptions of their pedagogical development constitutes a basis for further research regarding the need for a specific simulation educator training program adapted to pedagogical challenges in health care simulation within the field of CPD.

A strength of this study is that the educators had substantial experience in terms of their years as simulation educators and number of simulations, enhancing the credibility of the findings. There is no official limit to what is considered as being experienced in this context. We therefore decided to use two years as a simulation educator and 100 simulations. Furthermore, the educators had varying backgrounds and experience regarding educator courses and clinical professions and worked at medical simulation centers in different parts of Sweden. The number of participants was considered sufficient as the interviews contained rich descriptions of their development as simulation educators and no new information was obtained. Several researchers performed the interviews, which can be seen as a limitation. However, great effort was put into discussing the questions and agreeing on a common basis and preunderstanding before the interviewing started. To ensure trustworthiness, several steps were taken to ensure credibility and dependability. Apart from purposively selecting the participants, we scrutinized and repeatedly discussed codes, themes, and interpretations during the analysis process. Consensus was reached after several discussions in order to ensure the interpretation was based on the original meaning.

Conclusion
We conclude that experienced simulation educators’ pedagogical development was based on self-confidence in the educator role, and not on a deeper theoretical understanding of teaching. Nevertheless, five themes reflecting teaching experience were delineated, namely, shifting focus; from following to utilizing a structure; setting goals; varying technology; and alignment with profession. In all the themes, a development in action could be traced. These findings provide a first step toward gaining increased understanding regarding educational level and possible educational needs among simulation educators and might generate several lines of research for further studies.
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Supplementary material

Instructions to the interviewer

The “bold” headings include the issues to be “covered” during the interview. Under each heading there are key words/questions, to help you to cover all aspects of events during a simulation session. Seek to perform the interview more like a conversation. The order of the different headings and key words may vary from interviewee to interviewee. Instead of asking direct questions, try to help the interviewee to deepen/develop the narrative/description. Remember that the purpose is to explore how the experienced simulation educator thinks and acts today, compared with when he/she was a novice.

Initial question
Can you please tell me how you think and act in your work as a simulation educator?

What thoughts do you have about
• Briefing
  o Information about the situation
  o Information about roles/tasks
  o Information about technology and manikins

Did you think in the same way when you started to work as a simulation educator?

• How to act as a simulation educator during the simulation
  o How active are you as a simulation educator?
  o During which phase/phases do questions appear?
  o How do you act on improper behavior?

Did you think in the same way when you started to work as a simulation educator?

• Debriefing
  o The need for debriefing
  o Using video recording
  o Given algorithms or flexibility
  o The length of the debriefing
  o The simulation educator’s acting during the debriefing

Did you think in the same way when you started to work as a simulation educator?

What are your views on
• Learning
  o Participant’s learning styles and the importance of these
  o How to support learning
  o How do you know that learning has occurred?

• The need of goals for the simulation
  o How should goals be formulated?
  o Who formulates goals/objectives in a simulation?

Figure S1 Interview guide concerning experienced simulation educators’ changes in teaching skills, practices and understanding of learning